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ENGLISH CLASS 10-A & B ENGLISH 

HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK 

(SUMMER VACATION 2020)

 NOTE----Do in H.W.

1.Write all the intext words and meanings from 'A letter to god' to 'A tiger in the 

zoo'. ,2.Write articles on the following topics. (125 words - 150 words). a) 

Preventive steps for COVID-19.(CORONA).b) How to boost our immunity power? 

c) Importance of good health. d) Hazards of junk food.,e) How to utilise our free 

time?

3. Story writing (150 to 200 words each).Develop a story with the help of the 

given hints, /starting line.Give a suitable title.

(a) Yesterday morning ,I was getting ready for my school.When I picked up my 

scool bag, someone knocked on the door I opened the door. I saw...........(b)A boy 

was playing in the park.He saw a small sparrow sitting on a stone.He went near it-

but it did n't fly away.He............(c)My grandmother used to take me to my school-

one day we were walking towards...............

(d)Cold winter night--all found asleep--a thudding sound--switched on lights--

shocked to see.....................

4.SUPPLEMENTARY--Read and write the summaries of the following TWO 

STORIES and make atleast ten short answer-questions on each and answer them.

(a)A question of trust.(b)Footprints without feet.(Also advised to read and enjoy 

all the other stories in  supplementary in holidays)

5.WORD LIST- Collect atleast ANY 50 new Words that you don't know and write 

their meanings with usage/sentences. (Refer to dictonary)

Example--- Word- Back biting

Meaning -Talking against someone when that person is absent. Usage/Sentence -

Stop the habit of back biting .If you want to say anything, say when Iam present.
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VVSN SIR Home work is based on first 4 chapters from class X maths Text book ( 1.) Chapter wise 

assignments for first four  chapters ( 1 to 4) ( 2.)Chapter wise test assignments ( 3.) MCQ 

questions chapter wise (20 question from each chapter) (4) Mind Maps (5) Answering 

important questions from CBSE previous years question papers..

JAYSANKAR SIR XA HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK FOR XA CLASS.(MATHS)

1.All examples in chapter 1Real numbers.

2. Optional problems in chapter 2,  POLYNOMIALS

3. Optional problems in chapter 3 ,A Pair of Linear equations in two  variabless

4. Prepare 20 MCQ 's in each chapter

5. Prepare Mind maps for 3 chapters.

PHYSICS::- LIGHT 

REFLECTION AND 

REFRACTION OF LIGHT

Diagrams

BIOLOGY Good morning students,

Holiday homework of biology.

1.write class work notes with definitions, diagrams, 3 sentences of each organelles.

2 In .home work  note book write only question and anwers.

3.write 20 mcqs in A4 paper one side only.

MATHS
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CHEMISTRY 1. Write answers to the in-text (Blue colour) questions given in the NCERT TEXT BOOK 

for 2 chapters.

2. Write answers to the Exercise questions of Chemical reactions & Equation chapter.

3. Practice at least 20 MCQ, Assertion & Reason questions from Chemical reactions & 

Equation chapter.

4. Learn and write 10 exemplary questions & Answers of NCERT BOOK ( Chapter 1&2 

only)

5. Balance at least 10 chemical equations and write the type of reaction.

6. Learn and write answers to 10-15 CBSE Previous year Questions from each chapter.(2 

chapters only)

SOCIAL 1) to read the lessons

a) Rise of nationalism in Europe

b) Resources and development

c) Power sharing

d) Development

                AND

2) to make 20  MCQs for each lesson

3) To draw Mind Map for each lesson on A4 size paper

4) To make a PowerPoint  presentation of each lesson

5) to complete class work if pending

              Map pointing

6) On the outline map of India locate 1 ) alluvium soil 2) black soil 3) red soil 4) laterite soil 

5) Yellow or white soil 6) arid soil 7) mountain soil

7) To  wright answer for all the questions given in the exercises of the textbook in 

homework ( if you have)

8) to read the newspaper daily to keep yourself update with the latest developments in 

your surroundings in the world.

9) to make a hand written project on consumer awareness or any social issue basing on 

secondary resources of not more than 10 A4 size papers.
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